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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the

t~aster'

s recital is to afford the graduate

student an opportunity to improve his musicianship and level of performance.

The knowledge and skill derived from this concentrated

study can enable the performer to become a more enlightened musician
and competent teacher .

This recital report 1·/ill present the results

of the research and analysis of the works selected and performed.
Each selected work, representat ive of the Classic, Romantic,
and

T~1enti eth

Century periods, is considered to be of s i gni fi cant

importance within the repertoire of piano literature .

The fantasia,

concerto, and sonatina are musical forms which achieved new expression
in the works of Mozart, Brahms, and Ravel.

2

ANALYTICAL NOTES
The Life of

l~ozart

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was the finest talent of his day.

Not

only was he an extraordinary pianist and organist, but he was also
a phenomenal composer, writing for every form of music.

Mozart was

an exceptional childhood prodigy whose musical genius has never been
equaled.

He was born in Salzburg, Austria, January 27, 1756.

His

father, a violinist, was musical director for the Archbishop of
r~ozart,

author of a respected violin method, was
also a competent composer. 1
Salzburg.

Herr

At three years of age, little Wolfgang began to show a great
interest in his sister's music studies.

Consequently, he started

taking daily harpsichord lessons from his father , though he was only
four years old at the time.

His sensitive ear could identify tones

and chords blindfolded, could perceive if a violin was a quarter tone
out of tune, and could reproduce a melody without error after only
hearing it a single time.

Furthermore, on one occasion, Mozart

picked up a violin and began to play without any previous training.
Wolfgang wrote harpsichord pieces at age five, a sonata at age seven,
and a symphony at the ripe old age of eight. 2

r~i lton Cross and David Ewen, Encyclopedia of the Great Composers
and Their Music (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
1

1962), p. 513.

2
Ibid., p. 514.

3

Herr Mozart, who was keenl y aware of his son's genius, decided
to take Wolfgang and his talented siste r , Nannerl, on a concert tour
of Europe .

For the next three years Leopold t·1oza r t 1iterally dragged

his wonder child across the European continent .

And young Mozart

astounded the European nobility, giving exhibitions of improvisation,
performing concertos on the harpsichord and violin, and sight reading
contemporary pieces of Johann Christi an Bach. 3 During the 11ozart
family's stay in London, little Wolfgang met Johann Christian Bach,
a famous son of J . S. Bach .

Extremely impressed with Wolfgang, Bach

constantly tested the young boy's musical powers .

The precocious

child prodigy won the love and admiration of Bach and the enti re court.
At the same time , Wolfgang grasped at every opportunity to learn
from Bach and other prominent musicians of the day, absorbing the
latest in styles and techniques . 4
The 11ozart family retu r ned home i n 1766 and remained in Salzburg
for one year before Leopold asked the arc hbishop for another leave of
absence .
~1ozart '

Herr Mozart took the family back to Vienna, the city of young

s tri umpha 1 debut.

However, this tour proved to be 1ess suc-

cessful than the first, since t1ozart was no longer the appealing young
child of his earlier years.

In spite of lack of interest in Mozart,

the emperor commissioned him to write an opera .

Although 11ozart

readily accepted, the opera was never performed because of lack of
cooperation and jealousy of the composer Gluck and other artists. 5
3
wallace Brockway and Herbert Weinstock, Men of Mu sic (New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1939), p. 124 .
4
cro ss and Ewen, Encyclopedia, p. 515.
5Ibid .

4

After returning to Salzburg, the Mozarts were content to stay
home only one year before Leopold and Wolfgang left on another tour,
this time for Italy.

The trip turned out to be a succession of musical

conquests for the young boy, with the most significant achievement of
the tour occurring in Rome.

r~ozart

visited the Sistine Chapel and

heard a beautiful piece of music, the Mieerere by Gregorio Allegri
(1582-1652), performed by the papel choir.

This music was not to be

reproduced on paper under penalty of excommunication as pu nishment
for the offender.

But young Mozart was so impressed with the beauty

of this music that he wrote down the piece from memory after hearing
it only twice.

Eventually, word of the incredible feat reached the

Yet, rather than penalize Mozart, the pope rewarded him
by giving him the Cross of the Order of the Golden Spur. 6 After a
pope's ears.

short visit to his home in Salzburg, Mozart returned to Italy in the
winter of 1770 to rehearse a new opera which proved to be a tremendous
success .
For the next several years, 1·1ozart remained in his native city,
living a humdrum existence.

He was given employment as virtuoso and

composer by the new Archbishop of Salzburg .

However, not recognizing

the genius of Mozart, the archbishop paid him the meager wage of an
ordinary court musician.

Nevertheless, Mozart turned out torrents

of masterpieces, but without receiving recognition for his efforts.
His new works included the five violin concertos, piano concertos,
the two-piano concerto in E flat, string quartets, divertimentos,
6

Ibid. , p. 516.

5

and se renades (including the celebrat ed "Haffner" Serenade), and symphonies .7
In the year 1777 t1ozart felt compelled to get away from the
suppressing atmosphere of Salzburg .

Therefore, he left on another

tour, taking only his mother with him .

While on tour, he met Aloysia

Weber, a young girl with whom he fell in love and desired to mar ry.
But his father ' s angry letters reminded Mozart of his obligation and
duty to finish the tour .
as t1ozart had hoped.

Unfortunately, the tour was not as successful

The interest in t·1ozart had waned, since he was

now a mature musician and no longer the child wonder of the keyboard.
The disappointments t·1ozart encountered were many, and the sudden
death of his mother during their journey was extremely diffi cult to
bear.

He now felt completely alone.

turned to Aloysia .

Again, his thoughts of marriage

But when t1ozart finally saw Aloysia, she told

hi m bluntly that she no longer cared for him.

Despondent, Mozart re-

tu r ned to Salzburg to resume the indignities of life as court-organist
and composer. 8
After two years had passed, t·1ozart had a clash with the cold and
obnoxious archbishop .

t1ozart resigned his position in the court,

left his home in Salzburg, and went to Vienna.

At the Vienna Court

Mozart was invited to play in a musical duel against the renowned
virtuoso, Muzio Clementi .

Accepting t he invitation, Mozard improvised

variations on a theme while Elementi played one of his own sonatas .
The duel was pronounced a draw .

Prior to the competition, 1·1ozart was

7
Ibid ., p. 517.

8
Harold C. Schonberg, The Lives of the Great Composers (New York:
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc . , 1970), p. 80 .

6

somewhat known in Vienna, but now he was recognized as one of the
greatest virtuosos in Vienna, as well as all of Europe.

Mozart wa s

also gaining some recognition as a composer, and was commissioned by
the emperor to write a new opera, The Abduation f rom the Ser aglio.
The opera was well received in spite of Antonio Sal ieri, a powerful
musician who tried all sorts of tactics to halt the success of Mozart
and his opera.

r~ozart was excited over the overwhelming response of

Prince Kaunitz said "a genius 1ike r~ozart appeared only
9
once in a century. " Thus, in view of his recent musical triumphs,
the people .

f·1ozart anticipated a lucrative appointment in the court.

He was so

confident of his future that he proposed marriage to Aloysia' s s ister,
Constanze.
r·~ozart

Although Constanze was less attractive than Al oys ia,

assumed she would make a good wife and mother; consequently,

they were married August 4, 1782.
court appointment, he was not idle .

As 1·1ozart cant i nued to av1a it his
During this period he composed

three piano concertos (F Major, A Majo r , and C Major), the Haffner
Symphony in D f•1ajor, and the C ~1inor and D f·1inor Fantasies for piano . 10
While in Vienna, Mozart became friends with the great composer
and musician Joseph Haydn.

The relat ionship of Haydn and f·1ozart was

a close one, each learning from the other .
in string quartets together.

Frequently, they played

On one particular occasion, Mozart pre-

sented Haydn string quartets which had been composed in honor of him.
After the quartets had been played, Haydn told 11ozart's father (who
was visiting), "I tell you before God and as an honest man--your
9
cross and Ewen, Enayalopedia, p. 519.
10

Ibid. , p. 520.

son is t he greatest compose r I know, either personally or by
name." 11
In 1785 Mo zart compos ed the opera The Marriage of Figaro in onl y
si x weeks .

Although Salieri tried to prevent t he premie re of the new

opera, his attempts failed.
great approval .

Furthermore, the opera was met with

But Salieri, not to be defeated, presented a cha rm-

ing little opera called Una Cosa ROJ'a , which competed with ~1ozart ' s
Figaro.

Finally, Salieri was successful in his efforts and caus ed

1·1ozart ' s opera to be cance 11 ed after a few performances.

Conse-

quently, t·1ozart received very little remuneration from his opera .
And since he and his wife usually squandered what little money was
earned, ~1oza r t was forced to borrow money from his friends. 12
In spite of living in abject poverty,
never seemed affected .

t~ozart's

zest for composing

During this particularly bleak financial

peri od, he completed a symphony, a piano sonata, h1o string quintets,
and a piano concerto .

Also, his opera Don Giovanni was introduced

to audiences in Prague, October 29, 1787.

His new work was so hi ghly

acclaimed that he was asked to stay one more year in Prague to write
another opera .

However,

l~ozart

returned to Vienna, hoping for an

appointment as chamber musician and court composer, a position
vacated upon Gluck's death.

Finally

t~ozart

but with an enormous reduction in salary .

was given the incumbency,

As a result, "Mozart's
requests fo r loans almost became hysterical . "13
11

12

Ibid. > p. 521.

schonberg, Great Compos ers, p. 87.

l 3Ibid. , p. 82 .

8

In t he meantime, a German impresario asked t·1ozart to write a new
opera, and of course,

l~ozart

eagerly accepted.

While t·1ozart was

working on the new opera, The Magic Flute, in July 1791 he was visited
by a mysterious stranger who requested that t·1ozart compose a Requiem;
but on one condition--that he did not attempt to find the source of
the commission.
impression on

The mystery surrounding the work made a very strange

l~ozart.

In his weakened condition, he

that it was his own death dirge he was composing.

~1as

conv i need

Despite his

obsession with death, The Magic Flute had its premiere.

At first the

public responded negatively to his new work, but gradually the opera
won favorable acceptance.

t~ozart

continued to work on the Requiem,

racing against death.

However, Mozart became ill with a kidney disease,
and lost the race with death on December 5, 1791. 14
Since Mozart left behind numerous debts and no money, he was
buried in an unmarked pauper's grave in Vienna.

"He lived but thirty-

six years, from January 27, 1756 to December 5, 1791, and in that
short span gave the world a legacy of music that shines as bright
today as it did in the last years of the eighteenth century." 15
The Fantasia to Mozart's Time
A fantasy or a fantasia is a fanciful piece observing no strict
musical form.

Constructed freely and often in improvisatory style,

the fantasia can be varied, utilizing elements of any formal type.
14
15

cross and Ewen, Encyclopedia, p. 523.
schonberg, Great Composers, p. 75.

9

The fantasia of the sixteenth and early seventeenth century
hardly differed from pieces appearing with the name ricercare, prelude
or preambulum .

These compositions were written essentially for the

lute and harpsichord.

However, they were more closely related to the

vocal style, retaining strict part writing and successive points of
imitation. 16
The Amsterdam organist, Jan Sweelinck (1562-1621), composed
fantasias for organ which used only one continuous theme rather than
the customary repeated imitative points.

The use of one theme, prob-

ably derived from Italian musicians, was varied with inversions, augmentations and rhythmical alteration.

Under the influence of

Sweelinck, this type of fantasia eventually led to the development
As a result, the fugue, a strict contrapuntal musical
form, and the fantasia grew distinctly apart in style. 17
of the fugue.

By the middle of the seventeenth century, i nstrumental music
was becoming strongly competitive with vocal music.

Although musical

forms were still undergoing changes, and a precise designation of
each form was not always concise, "pieces in improvisatory style "
for solo keyboard and lute were called toccata, prelude and fantasia.
The most important fantasy of the early eighteenth century,
J. S. Bach's "Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue in D t1inor," contained all
the earmarks of the "modern" fantasy.

In this monumenta 1 composition,

16
Hugo Lei chtentri tt, Mu siaa Z Form (Cambridge, 1·1 assachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1951), p. 174.
17
A1ec Harman, Anthony r~i 1ner, and Wilfred ~1e 11 ers, Man and Hi s
Mu sic (New York: Oxford University, Press, 1962), p. 344.

10
Bach employed sudden changes of tempo and texture.

Also, he applied

the use of modulation to distant keys, and marked particular passages
"arpeggio" and "recitative.• 18
Sometime later, Bach's talented son, Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach
(1714-88), whose most prominent compositions were written for the
clavier, related the distinctive features of the fantasia in his
treatise (1753-62) regarding keyboard playing:

"It is clear that the

background of the fantasia lies in improvisation."

Bach also men-

tioned the salient features of the fantasia were "the unusua 1
modulations and freedom of meter."

The improvisational pieces and

fantasias composed by C. P. E. Bach undoubtedly influenced the fantasi as of Mozart. 19
In the nineteenth century, hundreds of brilliant pieces were
writ ten for both violin and piano, most of which were known as fantasias or fantasies.

During this time, the fantasy became more

closely associated with the sonata.

The most important piano solo

composition in the Vienna period of Wolfgang t·1ozart (1781-91) was
the "Fantasy and Sonata inC Minor, K. 475 and K. 457."

This fantasy

contained an abundance of thematic material, enough for three sonata
movements, but without any real motivic development .

Moreover, Mozart

used bold imagination in the technical elements, moving hurriedly
from one theme to another in rapidly changing modulations.
more,

t~ozart

18
p. 132.

19

Further-

frequently projected fantasy characteristics into his

F. E. Kirby, Keyboard Musia (New York:

rbid., p. 180.

Free Press, 1966),

11

sonatas.

20

However, the sonata, whose form lies clearly in symmetri-

cal resolution, differs from the fantasy, where "form is relatively
inarticulated.• 21
''Fantasy in C Minor" by Mozart, K. 396
The "Fantasy in C Minor" by Mozart, K. 396, composed in 1782, is
an unusual composition inasmuch as the "Fantasy" is not really a fantasy
but is a slow sonata movement.

Although the "Fantasy" has the sound of

improvisation, i t identifies more closely with sonata form by reason
of its structure.

The title "fantasy" was likely given to this composi-

tion insofar as the original sonata concept was never completed . 22
The principal theme, grave and majestic, begins in the bass cleff
wi th an extended arpeggio, commencing on the ton i c of C minor.

The

melodic line, containing some embellishment, continues expressively
through a traditional harmonic progression:
dominant and tonic.

20

tonic, sub-dominant,

The main theme repeated sequentially through

Leichtentritt, Mus ical Form, p. 174.

21

carl Philip Emanuel Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playi ng Keyboard Instruments, trans. and ed. by William J. Mitchel l (New York:

W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., n.d . ), p. 434.
22
Ernest Hutcheson, The Literatu~e of t he Piano (New York:
A. Knopf, 1948), p. 68.

Alfred

12
measures 4 to 15 is slightly varied and embellished, modulating in
the ascending movement of thirds.

The modulations glide freely in an

elegant style, yet the root movements remain strong, intensifying
the harmonic motion.
A curious feature of the "Fantasy" is that measure 13 has six
quarter counts rather than the usual four beats per measure, as indicated by the meter signature.
rhythm is altered.

Therefore, the metrical balance of

Thi s particular measure is found both in the

exposition and the recapitulation.
The secondary theme is introduced in measure 16 in Eb major,
the relative key of C minor.

This new motif begins with ornamenta-

tion, followed by a pattern of successive thirds ascending three
octaves, stepwise in the new key.

Mozart, repeating the thematic

material, modulates sequentially using the identical chord progression
which functioned in the principal theme.
Another unusual feature of the fantasia is found in
to 27 with a notation at the bottom of the page:

measure~

23

"From this point

to the double bar there is a violin part in the autograph.

Violin

and piano parts were fused into the present version by Abb~ Stadler. "23
23
Nathan Broder, Mozart , Sonatas and Fantasies for the Piano
(Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania: Theodore Presser Company, 1956), p. 323.

13
It is interesting to note that Mozart's early violin sonatas were
merely piano pieces with violin accompaniment.

The addition of a

violin obligato in the "Fantasy" i s reminiscent of his earlier violin
sonatas.
As a rule, Mozart employs simp l e harmonies in the "Fantasy."

How-

ever, in measures 28 to 32, he utilizes the German sixth chord and
the Neapolitan sixth chord in a flurry of arpeggios modulating to an
intense half cadence.

The development section begins with measure

33 in the key of G minor and continues to measure 45.

This arousing

section contains more chromaticism and greater freedom of modulation
in improvisatory style, a recognized characteristic of the middle
part.

Still another interesting statement is notated in the edition
of this music: "This middle section is probably by Abbfi Stadler.• 24
Beginning with measure 46 a strong establishment of the cadence
leads to the recapitulation in the home key of C minor.

The principal

theme is restated, promptly modulating to the relative major key,
Eb major.

Also, the secondary theme is restated in the key of C major

since transposition of the secondary subject in the recapitulation is
customary in sonata form.
24

I bid., p. 324.

From this po int the progression unfolds in

14

normal sequence .

The concluding measures of the fantasia are slightly

more assertive and embellished than before .

"He [Mozart] se ldom sur-

prises the listener by making extensive changes in the order or treatment of his material in the recapitulation . " 25 Mozart was unconcerned
with motivic development, since his themes were complete within
themselves .
Ernest Hutchison, a modern day authority on the art of piano
performance, wrote this interesting statement concerning Mozart's
"Fantasy, K. 396":

"The player's style and powers of expression are
put to a severe test if he would do it justice . " 26
The Life of Johannes Brahms
Johannes Brahms was born on the seventh day of
dockside district of Hamburg, Germany.

r~ay ,

1833, in the

Brahms' early life was one

of living in poverty, dwelling in slum tenements, and often going
witho ut adequate food .

His mother took in sewing and his father was
a double bass player in the Hamburg Philharmonic. 27
Johannes Brahms' musical talents were recognized by many mu-

sicians of his time.

At the age of si x, Johannes' father taught him

to read notes, and at the age of seven, young Brahms began piano
lessons with Fredrick Wilhelm Cossel.

Aware of his pupil's rare

talent, Cossel moved his own family closer to Brahms so that time
would not be lost in traveling for lessons .
25

26
27

Later on, when Brahms

Ibid.

Hutcheson , Literature of the Piano, p. 69 .
Ralph Hill, Br ahms (New York:

A. A. Wyn, Inc . , n. d.), p. 17.

15

was ten years of age, his father arranged for his young son to play
in a concert; the program included the "Beethoven Quintet Op. 16" and
a t·1ozart piano quartet.

A great impressario in the audience was so

impressed with Brahms' performance that he wished to take the young
boy to America on a concert tour to let audiences hear a child prodigy.
But Cossel, Brahms' teacher, felt this type of early exposure would
28
ruin Johannes.
However, Cossel persuaded his own teacher, Edward
Marxsen, a highly respected musician, to take Johannes as his pupil.
Of course,

~1arxsen

accepted Brahms as a student, for it was readily

apparent the young boy possessed exceptional talent.

Besides giving

his new student piano instruction, Marxsen carefully channeled
Brahms' talents in the straight road of form and musical architecture.
In addition, Marxsen gave Johannes an opportunity to become acquainted
with the arts.

Marxsen, introducing Brahms to the sciences, as well

as painting and literature, believed that he who only knows music
knows no music .
1ife. 29

Thus, Marxsen had a profound influence on Brahms'

Although Brahms' studies with

t~arxsen

elevated his thoughts and

aspirations, Johannes' financial status was such that he was obliged
to play dance music at low dives and bars.

Consequently, the un-

desirable environment of the waterfront left emotional scars on
Brahms that were to remain with him forever. 30
28
29

rb id., p. 18.

Ibid., p. 19.

30

schonberg, GPeat ComposePs, p. 278.

16

When Brahms was fourteen years old, his health began to fail due
to his strenuous routine of practic ing the piano daily, giving piano
lessons, playing in dives, and attending to school studies .

As a

result, Johannes was invited to spend two summers in the country at
Winsen with the Adolf Geismann family.

While there, Brahms took long

walks in the country with Geismann's daughter .

And it was in the

country that Brahms developed a love of nature which remained with
him as a constant source of inspiration throughout his life .

During

his stay at Winsen, Brahms composed and conducted many songs for the
village choir.

Also, he conti nued to travel by steamboat to and from
Hamburg for lessons with Mar xsen . 31
In April 1849 at Hamburg, Brahms gave a concert which included
Beethoven's "Waldstein Sonata" and a composition of his own, "Fantasia
on a Favorite Waltz . " The performance was an artistic success; however, it made very little money for Brahms.

Later that year as the

re sult of the revolution, Hungarian refugees poured into Germany.
At that time, Brahms was introduced to Eduard Remenyi, a f lamboyant
violinist of mixed German-Jewish ancestry, who was to later channel
the destiny of Brahms. 32
Brahms had begun as virtuoso performer, but like many other composers, his "destiny" was to be in the field of composition.

During

the years 1851 to 1853, Brahms continued to compose pieces both for
voice and piano .
31

Among the few piano pieces he allowed to survive

cross and Ewen, Encyc lopedia, p. 118 .
32 Hill , Brahms, p. 33.

17

were the "Scher zo in E Flat

~!no r ,"

the "Piano Sonata in F#

~!nor,"

and the "Piano Sonata in C Major .• 33
In 1855 on tour as an accompa nist to the Hungarian viol i ni st
Remenyi , Brahms became acquainted with many famous musicians who were
later to become friends as well as helpful critics.

One such friend

was Joseph Joachim, a well respected violinist who was exceedingly
impressed with Brahms' talent.

The two musicians immediately became

good friends and their friendship was to last a lifetime.

Brahms

had such high regard for Joachim that he later consulted him abo ut
many of his compositions before he completed them.

During the tour,

Brahms was also introduced to Liszt, a very prominent and in f l uential
composer of the day.

Liszt, a patron of young composers, played a

few of Brahms' compositions and gave the composer favorable comments
regarding them.

On the other hand, Brahms did not think much of

Liszt's expertise as a composer, yet he rat ed hi m in high esteem as
a pianist . 34
Another musician Brahms met on tou r who had a profound influence
on his career was Robert Schumann, a 1vell-known composer whose wi f e
Clara was a famous concert pianist.

The Schumanns were decidedly

impressed with the young composer and they asked Brahms to live with
them at their home in Dusseldorf for the next few months.

Further-

more, in a musical journal Schumann wrote about the "genius" of
Brahms, refe r ring to his music as a "new form of art . " Because of
Schumann ' s article, the name of Brahms became known in the important
33
34

schonberg, GPeat ComposePs, p. 278 .
Ibid. , p. 279.

18

musical circles of Europe.

Also, Schumann introduced Brahms to

Breitkopf and Hartel, reputable music publishers who eventually
printed some of Brahms' early works.

Of course, Brahms felt a deep

love and appreciation for Robert Schumann, both for his friendship
and for his influence on behalf of Brahms' career. 35
After Brahms had returned home to Hamburg, he received the distressing news that Schumann had tried to commit suicide.
immediately left for DUsseldorf to be by Clara's side .

Brahms
Robert

Schumann was confined to an asylum; therefore, Brahms took an apartment above the Schumann's, comforting Clara and helping her with
her large family.

Noreover, Clara contributed to the growing reputa-

tion of Brahms by performing his music in her piano concerts.

During

this time a strong feeling of affection grew between Clara and Brahms.
They were intellectually alike, they shared the same ideals, and they
seemed emotionally compatible.

Yet, it appears Clara never let her

affection for Brahms go beyond the platonic stage.

However, it is

reasonable to believe that Brahms loved Clara Schumann.

14oreover, he

later expressed his feelings to Clara through ardent and tender letters.

Although Brahms fell in love with other women, he never married.

"For Brahms, love and desire had to be sublimated in music.• 36
After Schumann died in the asylum in 1856, Brahms moved to the
German court of Lippe-Detmold and held the position of music director
from 1857 to 1859.
choir in Hamburg.
35
36

From 1860 to 1863, Brahms conducted a women's
Also, Brahms visited Vienna for the first time in

cross and Ewen, Enoyo Zopedia, p. 119.

Ibid., p. 120.
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1862.

He took his manuscripts to Ju li us Epstein, a pianist who became

so excited over the new music t hat he arranged an introduction between
Brahms and Joseph Hellmesberger .

A vio l i ni st and leader of a prominent

string quartet, He 11 mesbe rger ex ami ned the Brahms "Pi ano Quartet" and
promptly proclaimed Brahms as "Beethoven's heir." 37
Returning to Hamburg, Brahms wanted to become director of t he
Hamburg Philharmonic, but he was denied that position .

Rejected,

Brahms left for Vienna and accepted another position as conductor for
the Academy of Singing.
major compositions .

Meanwhile, Brahms was constantly working on

One of these principal works, "A German Requiem,"

was written after the death of his mother.

The premiere performance

of the "Requiem" was given at Leipzig in 1869 .
as a success, made Brahms a famous man . 38

This work, acclaimed

After Brahms resigned his position as conductor of the academy ,
he devoted most of his time to teaching and composing .

However, he

did accept the position of musical director of the famous Gessellschaft der Musik Freunde (Society of Friends of t4usic) from 1872 to
1875 .
In the past, Brahms had avoided writing a symphony, fearful of
comparison with the deceased Beethoven.

Once Brahms had remarked,

"composing a symphony is no laughing matter . " Nevertheless, after
many years of work, Brahms completed his first symphony in 1876.
Hans von Bulow excitedly called it "the tenth," a tribute to Brahms,
37
38

Jbid., p. 121.
Jbid.
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deeming him the successor to Beethoven.

Furthermore, Brahms composed
three more symphonies in the years 1877-84 . 39
Brahms was one of the few composers who was given earned recog-

nition during his lifetime.

Brahms had worked hard, producing music

in every form except opera.

While attending the funeral of his

beloved Clara Schumann, Brahms caught cold.

The cold aggravated his

cancer of the liver and he died April 3, 1897.

Unlike other com-

posers, Brahms had made a tremendous sum of money from his compositions. He left an estate valued at $100,000 dollars. 40 However,
Brahms made a contribution to music that can never be measured in
monetary value.

"He never failed to compose uncomprimisingly true

to his inner convictions.

The result of his unremitting effort was

a tremendous revitalization of the sonata form, the symphony and the
41
concerto."
In addition, his chamber music compositions include
masterpieces of the first rank.

Brahms was the only Romantic composer

who was outstanding in the mastery of counterpoint.

r~oreover,

he

contributed to the musical thinking of the twentieth century composers,
since he placed rhythm in a key position of musical architecture . 42
Furthermore Brahms, along with Beethoven, studied the music of Bach
and other earlier composers, homogenizing the past and present .
39Ibid.
40

Ibid., p. 122.

41
wendell Nelson, The Concerto (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown
Company, 1969), p. 66.
42
otto Deri, ExpZoring Twentieth- Century Musia (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968), p. 43.
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To conclude, Johannes Brahms, a musical giant "who had something
pertinent to say to future generations," holds a significant position
in the annals of music history. 43
The Concerto to Brahms' Time
The origin of the concerto, although obscure in the beginning,
dates back two and a half centuries .

At that time the term "concerto"

was used to describe two or more voices or instruments performing in
concert with each other. 44
In a general sense , the antiphonal choir of the sixteenth century
was the forerunner of the instrumental concerto.

Adrian Willart

(1490- 1562), a Netherlands musician who composed for the great St.
Mark's Cathedral in Venice, created musical works for two organs,
each with a choir , competing and contrasting against the other.
Giovanni Gabrieli (1557-1612) pursued the concerto idea even further
and composed music for vocal choirs competing against orchestral
choirs and choral ensembles contrasting with solo ensembles.
Claudio Monteverdi (1567- 1643), the great Italia n composer "who
served as the transitional figure" from the Renaissance to the Baroque
45
period of music,
composed madrigals entitled "concertos" in which
one, two, or three voices were prominent against an ensemb l e background.46 The principles of composition embodied by Monteverdi in
43

schonberg, G~eat Compose~s, p. 275.

44Nelson, The Conce~to, p. 1.
45 Ibid. , p. 2.
46oona l d Grout, A Histo~y of Western Mu sic (New York:
Company, Inc., 1973), p. 239.
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his polychoral works, were to eventually affect realization in the
instrumental concerto. 47
During the Baroque era, instrumenta l forms of music were advanced
and enlarged both in shape and substance .

The concerto grosse, an

important musical form, flourished until the end of the seventeenth
century and into the middle of the eighteenth century.

The concerto

grosse provided the element of contrast between two instrumental
groups, a small group of solo players (concertina) set against a
full orchestra (tutti or ripieno).

The ripieno consisted of stringed

instruments and possibly a keyboard instrument, while the concertina
often included the more colorful woodwinds.

The gradual disintegra-

tion of the concertina unit, reduced to a single instrument (usually
the violin), ultimately resulted in the solo concerto. 48
Arcangelo Carelli (1653-1713), one of the earliest composers of
the concerto grosse, was the first to employ the principle of solotutti contrast .

However, these two bodies of players were explicitly

divided on an equal basis.
Guiseppe Torelli was the composer who made the most vital contribution toward the development of the concerto.
the distinction between the soloist and orchestra .

Torelli stressed
The orchestra was

entrusted with the expouding of musical ideas, while the soloist's
function was that of a virtuoso . 49
47

Ibid., p. 316.

48

Abraham Veinus, The Concerto (New York:
Inc., 1963), p. 35.
49 I bid., p. 37 .
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Another outstanding Italian mus i cian, Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741),
composed about 100 concertos; two-thirds of these concertos were for
solo instruments and orchestra .

Vivaldi's important role in the de-

velopment of the solo concerto was the establishment of "tension"
between soloist and orchestra .

Also, he was the first composer to

° Fur-

give equal prominence to the slow movement of the concerto. 5

thermore, Vivaldi had a profound influence on the eminent J . S. Bach
(1685-1750), which is apparent in much of Bach's music.

In his great

Brandenburg Concertos (1712), Bach adopted the three movement order
of the Italian concerto, using driving rhythms and a variety of
instrumental color.

t·1oreover, J . S. Bach was the first compose r to
write a concerto for harpsicho rd and orchestra. 51
Johann Christi an Bach (1735-1782), son of J . S. Bach, another
important musician who received much of his training in Italy, composed keyboard concertos and shared in the ad va ncement of the eighteenth century concerto .

t·1oreover, his !tal ian style had a profound

influence on Wolfgang Mozart, a musical genius of the classical period .
It was t1oza rt who shaped the lines and crystallized the form of the
52
Prior to Mozart, the concerto scheme was lacking in

concerto.

spectacle and drama for the soloist, since the orchestra played the
main themes at great length before the piano entered .

Furthermore,

after entering, the piano merely echoed the statements of the orchestra .
50

In his "Concerto for Pianof orte in E Flat, K. 271," Mozart

Grout, History of Western Music, p. 409.

51

rbid. , p. 410 .
52
R. 0. f·1 orris, The Structure of Music (London:
Press, 1935), p. 65.
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curtailed the entrance of the orchestra, giving the piano entrance
in the second bar, sharing the initial theme . 53 Mozart, already a
successful composer of opera, similarly compared the dramatic qualities
of a lead opera singer to the instrumental soloist of the concerto.
Consequently, the soloist thereafter enjoyed the role as a virtuoso
and dominated the instrumental concerto.

Mozart perfected the class-

ical concerto in the three movement sonata form, fast-slow-fast .

In

addition, the extended cadenza in a f·1ozart concerto was improvised
by the solo performer. 54
Ludwig van Beethoven (l770-1B27), a musical giant, composed
concertos which were related to those of Mozart.

Beethoven retained

the three movement division of the form and he also extended and
strengthened the content .

The virtuostic element was heightened,

but not excessively compared to the overall expansion of the concerto. 55
The nineteenth century perpetuated many changes in the solo concerto .

The magnitude of the larger orchestra and virtuoso performer

could no longer accommodate the smaller drawing rooms and palaces.
As a result, the performance of the instrumental concerto moved to
the concert hall.

Nevertheless, the romantic composers adapted to

the new style of music and tapped the full potential of the performer
and his instrument.
piano.

The most popular instrument of the day was the

Furthermore, the favorite form of composition for the "highly

53 Hi ll, Brahms, p. 13.
54
t1orri s, Structure of Music, p. 65 .
55
Grout, History of Western Music , p. 528 .
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emotional and individualistic" composers of the nineteenth century
was the piano concerto .

However, many composers of this new era

rejected the older classic style of refinement and order, and either
slighted or dispensed with the classic form altogether. 56 In the
nineteenth century, concertos were often written for only one movement, progressing even further away from the tradition of the past.
Carl f1ari a von Weber (1786-1826), the composer who bridged the gap
of piano literature between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
was not comfortable with the sonata form.

Weber would often omit

the first movement of a concerto "in order to avoid the encumbrances
of the form." 57
Although extreme modifications of musical style and technique
were the avangarde of the romantic movement, Johannes Brahms (183387) defiantly resisted these radical changes .

In the "First Piano

Concerto in D f1i nor," Brahms returned to the old classic form.

How-

ever, his creation of expression was on such a gigantic scale that
he was i111nediately branded the "Romantic Classicist." 58
The "Pia no Concerto No .

in D f·1inor,

Op. 15," by Johannes Brahms
Introduction
The "Piano Concerto No . l in D ~1inor" by Johannes Brahms has a
most peculiar history.

The concerto was written during Brahms'

56 Nelson, The Concerto , p. 49 .
57

Ibid., p. 50.

58

Ibid. , p. 67.
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"Sturm and Orang" period as an emo ti onal reaction to the tragic
suicide attempt of Robert Schumann .

In t he year 1854, Brahms con-

ceived the scheme of a symphony, drafting it first as a sonata for
two pianos .

However, he was unsatisfied with his efforts and aban-

doned the symphony idea.

Eventually , Brahms reshaped the first two

movements of the sonata and the work ultimately emerged as a piano
concerto .
In 1859 the concerto finally received its premiere performance
at Hanover; Brahms was the piano soloist with Joachim conducting .
The audience received the concerto respectfully, but without much
enthusiasm.

A few days later another performance was given in Leip-

zig; however, the audience reacted with hostility, complaining the
conce rto was too difficult to follow. 59 The concerto, lacking a
dazzl i ng display of the usual virtuos t ic elements associated with a
work of this kind, was labeled as a "symphony wi t h piano obligato . "
In his biography and survey of Brahms, Walter Niemann wrote:

"The

intrinsic evidence of Brahms ' concerto style is in the first place,
the suppression of all display of technical virtuosity by the soloist
and orchestra ... and, lastly, the approximation of the concerto to
the symphony in intellectual content ." 60
The Brahms "D Minor Concerto" does not conform to the ordinary
concept of the solo concerto .

Pian i stically, the concerto is extremely

59
Karl Geiringer, Brahms, His Life and Work (New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc . , 1961), p. 226 .
60
walter Niemann, Br ahms (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1929), p. 313.
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difficult, not because of brilliant technical showmanship, but because
of its excessive musical demands.
Analysis of the first movement
Maestoso.
tutti

The exposition of the first movement begins with the

introducing four separate but related themes before the

anticipated entrance of the piano.

The powerful first theme begins

in Bb major and not in the anticipated key of D minor.
Maestoso

ff
H"rc

-il·-v·
-.

Tlmp.

1': ·

After the turbulent principal theme subsides, a second theme
which is melancholy and serene appears in measure 27, key of D minor.

As the expressive second theme fades into a delicate pianissimo,
a new theme is presented in measure 46, key of Bb minor.
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The tranquil mood of this theme is abruptly changed in measure
67 with the return of the principal theme in the key of D minor.

In

addition, a foreshadowing of a piano theme yet to be introduced is
fragmented in measure 76.

Briefly, there is an appearance of the

fourth theme in the key of D major, brightly sounding the ascending
melodic interval of a fourth.

As the final strains of this subject die away in measure 90,
"the pianoforte enters with no bravura display, but with a touching
theme worthy of Bach's arioso in the Matthew Pas sion." 61
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At the conclusion of this solo theme, the piano and tutti plunge
into thematic development beginning in measure 110.

As this portion

concludes with a modulation to F major, the piano solo introduces a
majestic chorale-like theme in measure 157.
61
oonald Francis Tovey, Essays in Music Analy si s (New York:
Oxford University, 1936), p. 116.
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At the conclusion of theme si x, the piano begins an elaboration
on theme four with some interweaving of theme six for the next 49
measures.

Brahms' polyrhythms , the characteristic thickness of the

chords, his use of unconventional arpeggios, and the wide hand-span
necessary for accurate performance make unusual demands on the part
of the performer.

The development section beginning i n measure 226 commences with
the piano playing massive double octaves, utilizing the ascending
interval of a fourth, derived from theme four.
Tempo 1°
8 '' " " ;;.········································
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Immediately, the principal theme is treated with a feverish exchange of dialogue between piano and orchestra.

Following this

dramatic section, theme two marked "expressive" modulates through
severa l keys, concluding with a half cadence in B minor.

Suddenly

the piano executes energetic sixths and octaves in the key of B minor.

Modulating to B major, the mood becomes light and gay, with the
piano playing graceful broken chords, alternating with intricate
octave passages.

Presently, the orchestra sustains the dominant of

"d," foretelling the return of the first theme.

In the meantime, a

furiously emotional exchange of chords on the dominant occurs between
piano and orchestra.

Dramatically, the recapitulation begins with

the piano conveying the principal subject as the orchestra sustains
the tonic note "d."

However, the piano moves unexpectedly from the

tonic (D minor chord) to E major, the dominant of A major.
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Avoiding the tonic of D minor, the theme is played in A major,
but eventually moves back to the D minor key.

The recapitulation con-

tinues with the thematic progression employing both alteration and
modulation.

As a result, the sixth theme (chorale) arrives in the

key of D major.
in this key.

Similarly, the elaboration of theme four also remains

However, a modulation to the home key of D mi nor i s

effected in time for an exciting pianistic embellishment of theme
three, marked "piu animato. " At this point in the concerto, Brahms
departs from the usual procedure of writing a showy , brilliant
cadenza, still maintaining the equal footing between soloist and
orchestra.

Therefore, a lengthy coda featuring brisk octave

passages, changing to soaring eighth note triplets, brings the first
movement to a brilliant close.

The Life of Maurice Ravel
Maurice Ravel was born on March 7, 1875, in Giboure, located at
the so uthwestern tip of France.
to Paris.

A fe1~ months later the family moved

Ravel's father, a mining engineer who had aspired to be a

musician, encouraged his young son's apparent interest in music.

At
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the age of seven, Maurice began music lessons with Henri Ghys, a
respected teacher in Paris .

The young boy progressed rapidly and was

soon playing piano duets with his father.
study of theory with

Charles-Ren~

at the

Maurice also began the
Lyc~e.

During that time,

he composed several short pieces that delighted his teacher.

Ravel

entered the Paris Conservatory in 1889 and remained there for the next
sixteen years, an exceptional ly long time. 62 At the Conservatory, he
studied with Gedalage, Pessard, Charles de Beriot and Faure.

Ravel

also became acquainted with Ricardo Vines, a Spanish pianist who was
later to become an authority concerning Ravel's piano music.

Vi nes

premiered most of Ravel's and Debussy's piano compositions for the
public.
Ravel, admired by his teachers, was recognized as an unusually
gifted student.

Gedelage noted that t1aurice was the most remarkable

pupil in counterpoint that he had instructed .

Although Ravel could

submit to the rigidity of the classroom, his extraordinary style of
writing was never stifled.

Ravel was also introduced to Erik Satie,

a French composer whose innovative music fascinated the aspiring
young composer.

When Pessard heard Ravel play a

"Gym nop~die"

by

Satie, Pessard promptly told Maurice, "You had better leave such
trash strictly alone." 63 In spite of Pessard's advice, Ravel was
influenced by the peculiar music of Satie.

His first two vocal solos

and a piano solo, "Serenade Grotesque," were examples of Satie's
inf luence .
62
Joseph r·1achl is, Introduction to Contemporary Music (New York:
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1961), p. 133.
63
Schonberg, Great Composer s, p. 611.
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In March 1898, Ra vel was at last under the sensitive tutorship
of the esteemed Faure .

Thereafter, Ravel composed with greater free-

dom and independence, and his enthusiasm for fresh ideas became allabsorbing.

In the meantime, Ravel ' s two-piano composition "Sites

Auriculaires" was premiered at a concert in Paris.

Although the music

failed to impress anyone, Ravel later orchestrated the first movement
of this suite, which became a section of the celebrated "Rapsodie
Espagnole." 64
r~auri ce

Rave 1 composed the first of many famous works in the

year 1899 which included the haunting ly beautiful "Pavane pour une
Infant Defunte" and "Jeux d'eau," an impressionalistic piece .
of these pieces were successfully introduced by Vines in 1902.

Both
Yet,

it was not until 1904 that Ravel finally pleased the critics with a
masterpiece, the "String Quartet in F. "
In the meantime, Ravel fraternized with a professional group of
artistic people who dubbed themselves the "Apaches."

They assumed

this name to declare their ardent support of music which achieved
imagination and originality.

These individuals were usually the first

to hear Ravel ' s most recent compositions, since he respected their
interest and critical evaluation of his music . 65
In 1905, Ravel composed the "Sonatine" for piano which he entered
in the coveted Prix de Rome competition .

Although this work was one

of his most sensitive compositions, i t did not win the prize .
64
65

cross and Ewen, Encyc l opedia, p. 612.
schonberg, GPeat Compos ePs, p. 458.
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judges were prejudiced against Ravel and more sympathetic to the less
talented composers.

Romain Rolland was particularly upset and wrote

a heated letter to the conservatory in suppo rt of Ravel:
Rave 1 is not only a student of promise; he is a1ready one
of the outstanding of the younger masters of our school,
which does not have many such .... I cannot understand
why one should persist in keeping a school in Rome if it
is to close its doors to those rare artists who have
originality- to a man like Rave1 . 66
The Paris newspapers stirred up such a great amount of controversy that everyone took sides.

Consequently, the battle became so

intense that the director of the conservatory eventually resigned.
In 1907 Ravel set poems of Jules Renard to music entitled
"Histories Naturelles."

At the premiere performance of this work,

there were many in the audience who were outraged, since they felt
Ravel was imitating Debussy .

A Paris newspaper carri ed a critical

review written by Pierre Lalo who openly accused Ravel of plagiarizing
Debussy .

~1any

critics agreed with La lo' s review, while other writers

came to the defense of Ravel .

Although Ravel had delved into

Impressionism, these two composers were far apart in style.

Ravel's

music had a sense for order and symmetry, while Debussy was languorously sensuous .

Ravel had indeed been influenced by Debussy, but his

music offered more in contrast than in similarity.

Interestingly

enough, Ravel was not discredited as a composer due to the adverse
pub 1i city in the newspapers.
scandal, Ravel became famous .
age of thirty-two . 67
66

On the contrary, as a result of the
His career was finally launched at the

cross and Ewen, EnoyoZopedia, p. 610.
67 Ibid.
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Ravel was commissioned by Diaghil ev to compose music for the
ballet "Daphnis et Chole ."

The ballet was not successful and was

eventually removed from the repertoire of the Ballet Russe .

However,

this music survived as an orchestral suite and is recognized as one
of the most renown celebrated orchestrated works of the twentieth
century.
Ravel tried to enlist in the army during World War I, but he was
rejected because of his height and delicate constitution .

Eventually,

he was accepted to serve as a truck driver near the front lines .
Because of ill health, Ravel was discharged from the service in 1917.
Consequently, he went back to France to convalesce .

Soon afterwards

he bought a lovely villa, "Le Belv~dere," and there he spent his
remaining years . 68
Finally acclaimed as France's foremost composer, Ravel made a
successful tour of the United States in 1928.

He was impressed with

America -- the skyscrapers, motion pictures, mechanical toys, and the
69
After his trip to the States, Ravel wrote

jazz music in Harlem .

the famous "Bolero" and two piano concertos .

The "Piano Concerto in

D for the Left Hand" which contained jazz elements was composed for
an Austrian pianist who had lost his right arm as a result of World
War I. 70
Ravel was ser iously injured in an automobile accident in 1932 .
Several months later, as the result of the accident, he lost power
68
69
70
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and coordination of his body.
or play the piano.

Eventually he was unable to compose

Ravel underwent brain surgery in 1937.

recovered from this operation and died nine days later.

He never

Roland-

Manuel, a French musician, friend, and biographer, wrote the following
about Ravel:

"He had more frankness than elegance; more courtesy than

cordiality; more sociability, more humor than abandon; more devotion
to friendship than indulgence in Comaradirie.
than anything else.• 71

And more ingeniousness

The Sonatina
The term "sonatina" implies a small species of the sonata; the
structure of the sonatina is not as complex, of smaller proportions,
and less difficult to play.

The sonatina and the sonata can be com-

pared to a small two and three part song form.

The sonata contains

three sections: the exposition, the development, and the recapitula72
tion.
However, the sonatina may contain limited development but
avoids the vigorous manipulation of themes as found in a Beethoven
sonata .

Actually, many works published as sonatas more closely

resemble the sonatina format.
The two and three movement sonatas of J. C. Bach, which
includes binary, rondo, and variation form in addition to
incipient and even well developed examples of a single movement sonata form are, in many cases, appropriately described
as sonatinas, as are comparable works of early classical
composers.73
7l Ibid. , p. 615 .
72
Ellis B. Kohs, Musical Fom (Boston: Houghton t~ifflin, 1976),
p. 291.
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A single movement sonat i na f orm is of limited scope with dimensions resembling binary form rather than terenary.
It follows that the thematic materials in single-movement
sonatina form are not likely to be as involved with developmental possibilities and potentialities . In place
of the development, there may be a brief interlude, more
often there is a retransition leading at once into the
recapitulation.74
The exposition of the sonatina features two contrasting themes,
the principle theme and the subordinate theme.

Both themes are equally

important and the specified names are used only to indicate thematic
order.

Also, the subordinate theme may be more elaborate and greater

in length, usually placed in a relative key such as the dominant key
from the tonic or the major key of the relative minor.

The two themes,

bound by the essential transition between them, are strengthened by
a codetta .

The codetta may terminate with a tonic cadence in the key

of the subordinate theme, ending the first part with a double bar.
The recapitulation features the principal theme as before, then a
modified transition, followed by the subordinate theme which is
transposed to the original key. 75
A work which contains several movements of smaller proportions
with "restricted thematic content and development is best described
as a multi movement sonatine or simply sonatina."

Moreover, it is

not always possible to draw a firm line of distinction between
sonatina and sonata form.
74
75

Ibid ., p. 232 .
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Furthermore, it is conceivable that "the
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first movement of a sonatina may be in sonata form and the first movement of a sonata may be in sonatina form." 76
The "Sonatine for Pianoforte" composed by Maurice Ravel in 1905
is an elegant model of the twentieth century sonatina written in
sonata form.

Ravel's "Sonatine," often called a "miniature jewel,"

achieves a balance of melodic expression and structural clarity.

In

the words of Roland-Manuel, "this work is slight only in its architectonic dimensions; in its artistic content it is a major work, one
of Ravel's finest, stamped with the double seal of youth and
mastery." 77
The "Sonatine" by Ravel
Mod~r~

The first movement of the "Sonatine" begins with the principal
theme, a haunting melody in aeolian mode built on F#; the key signature has three sharps.

The tone of this whole work is set in the

first subject , the interval of a descending fourth (F#-C#).

.1\lodere

Son a tine
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melodic line is built on a succession of broken chords of rippling
delicacy, doubling the melody an octave below.

Ravel also stressed

the lowered sixth and seventh step of the aeolian scale to distinguish it from the melodic minor scale.
The second subject in measure 13 is simp le and uncluttered,
"with open fifths in the left hand, filled in with the tenth above
78
the root in the right hand.•
This subordinate theme is in the tonal

center of A, contrasting with the principal theme.

A half cadence

in measure 23 precedes a closing motif in measures 24 and 25, using
the descending interval of a fourth (in the right hand) and parallel
fifths in the left hand.

The first ending in measures 26 to 28

utilizes sixths chords in ascending motion, in the aeolian scale.
Afterwards, the repeat section terminates with the second ending.
The exposition closes with a codetta in measures 26 to 31, which
features the left hand playing octave passages in the treble cleff
as the right plays harmonic intervals.
The development section beginning in measure 31 treats the themes
with modal harmony and poet i c imagery.
remains lucid and concise.
78

However, the melodic line

Moreover, motivic development in the second

Norman Demut h, Ravel (New York:

Collier Books, 1962), p. 73.
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subject involves imaginative rhythmical alteration in the right hand
as the left hand plays an accompaniment pattern utilizing perfect
fourths in the descending interval of a fourth.

The middle section

is brought to a passionate close and the recapitulation begins in
measure 56.

The key signature is six sharps and the tonal center is

F# beginning with measure 68.

The f i nal cadence of soft chords

ascending with a modal inflection concludes the first movement.
Mouvement de menuet
The second movement i s a minuet reminiscent of the graceful traditional minuet antique, written in the unexpected key of Db.

Of

course, the harmonic realization of Db to the key of F# (tonal key of
the first movement) is an interval of a fourth, the motivic kernel of
the piece.

The principal theme of section A, written in crisp piano

style, employs the rising fifth (reversal of falling fourth).
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measures 13 to 22, an extension of the first subject occurs in free
modu lation followed by smooth transitional material in measures 23 to
26.

In the middle part of section B, a quiet secondary theme is introduced in measure 27, utilizing the preceding rising and falling
interval pattern.

The left hand accompaniment employs part of the Db

major scale, with the interjection of a broken Bb seventh chord.

The secondary theme, with its subt le tone colors, arrives at an
exciting climax in measure 35, which is quickly subdued.

The melodic

line continues to flow smoothly, avoiding a cadence, and the key signature has changed to three sharps in measure 39.

From this point,

Ravel uses soft and lovely transitional material derived from the
principal theme of the first movement, treated in canon style.

As

the melodic line continues in the right hand, the left hand plays
the melody in a chordal accompaniment pattern but twice as slowly,
and above a pedal point of E.

In measures 45 to 52, the transition
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continues with the shifting of rhythms as the descending interval of
a fourth is even more prominent.

Section A returns in measure 53 in

the original key of Db major with some variance in the harmony.

In

measure 65 the key signature changes to four sharps with a tonal
center of F#.

However, a return to Db in measure 79 effects the final

cadence utilizing exquisitely textured chords in elegant ascension,
concluding the second movement.
Animl!
The third movement is a brilliantly showy piece of writing.

The

introduction consists of three measures containing a series of fast
sixteenth notes in the aeolian mode built on C#; the key signature has
only three sharps.
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the ascending interval of a fourth while the left hand continues the
sixteenth note pattern.

In measure 12 marked "agite," a second motif

12

or principal theme (part two) is introduced in eight note triplets
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with the right hand as the left hand plays an ascending chromatic
line of quarter notes above a pedal point ofF#.

The first subject

(part one) is restated in measure 18 in the Dorian mode built on B.
Ravel applies a rapid sixteenth note accompaniment that is an Impressionistic version of the eighteenth century accompaniment patterns,
utilizing the descending fourth motif.

The restatement of principal

theme (part two) occurs in measure 26.
The secondary subject, a lovely melody derived from the principal theme of the first movement, is introduced in measure 37.

The

music is marked "meme mouvement tranquille" with the meter signature
indicating 5/ 4 instead of 3/ 4 meter.

Measures 40 to 42 contain a

chordal treatment of the tranquil secondary theme, using modal harmony.
An extension of this theme begins in measure 43, but in the key of
G# minor.

The rippling pianissimo passages marked "trex doux et

expressif" employ the falling interval of a fourth with intercha nging
meter, from 5/4 to 4/4.

Moreover, measures 47 to 53 utilize
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transitional material from the preceding theme.

The closing theme

commences in measure 54 on the tonal center of A with a brilliant
descent of broken chords built on the whole tone scale.

The closing

theme is extended in measures 56 to 60, shifting from sixteenth note
passages to eight note triplets.

An interlude marked "pianissimo"

in measures 60 to 63 introduces the deve lopment section.

In this

section, beginning with the principal subject in measure 64, Ravel
treats the themes with fluency, exploring the poetic resources of new
settings.

The development section concludes in measure 126.

The

recapitulation commences with the restatement of themes progressing
in their original order .
The exciting closing theme derived from theme two is in the
tonal center of F# and in 5/4 meter.

The coda begins in measure 159

and the meter changes to 3/4, employing accelerated eight note triplet s with the prominent interval of the descending fourth.

Broken

chords ascend breathlessly upward in thirds as the music indicates a
huge crescend o, bringing the movement to an impassioned close.
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CONCLUSION
The graduate recital provided the graduate student an experience
of concentrated practice and study .

The preparation for the graduate

recital was the most rewarding part of the

r~aster's

degree program.

The pieces chosen for performance were challenging but within the
capabilities of the performer.
The analyzation and research required for the recital report
afforded the writer an opportunity to review various aspects of
music history, theory and form .

The recital and recital report were

designed to broaden the overall musicianship of the candidate.

Con-

sequently, this writer has acquired a renewed desire to continue
in the pursuit of the musical growth necessary to the music teacher
and educator.
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